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Or

Find the equation of the cylinder whose generators

are parallel to Z-axis and intersection the curve ax2

+ by2 * cz2 : l, lx', m! + nz : p.

5. Show that the two conics

l,t-t :l*ercos0and '2 -l+e2cos(0-cr)r'r

will touch one another if

t? O - r?) + tltt - "?) = 2tJ20 - €fzcos a).

Or

Show that the condition that the chord cut off by the

.1 l
conic - - I * e cos 0 from the straight line' :,

rr
cos 0 + 6 sin 0 subtend a right angle at the pole is
(la - e)2 + Pbz :2.
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[Calculus and Geomety]
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Note : Sectictn 'A', containing 10 very short answer type
questions, is compulsory. Section ,B'consists of
short answer type questions and Section ,C,

consists of long answer type questions. Section ,A'

has to be solved first.

Section'A'

Answer the following very short answer type
questions in one or two sentences. 1 x 10:10

1. Write Weierstrass's (seco4d) Mean Value Theorern.

2. Write the Fundamental Theorem of Integral Calculus.

3. Write Lagrange's condition for two independent

variables.
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4. Write the name of the rectangular solid of maximum

volume that can be inscribed in a sphere.

5. Write the values of r for which the integral

a > 0 converges and diverges.

Write Dirichlet's test for the convergence of improper

integral of second kind.

Write the general equation of the cone of the second

degree which passes through the co-ordinate axes.

Write the condition that the cone

ai + tf + cz2 + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy : 0

will have three mutually perpendicular tangent planes.

Write the Cartesian equation of the curve * * f :
2ax.

Write the polar equation of a conic whose focus is

pole, eccentricity is e and latus rectum is 2/.

Section'B'

Answer the following short answer type questions
with word limit 150-200. 3x5=15

l. If fbe a real valued bounded function defined on

I2t
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Or

Ifl e R[a, 6], then l"f I . R fa, bl and

!: *, ITT =[utfl

6.

1

8.

9.

10.

Find the maximum and minimum values of

u= dP + bry + c2*,

where x2 + f + z2: I and lx + m! * nz: 0.

Or

Find the volume of the greatest rectangular

parallelopiped inscribed in the ellipsoid whose

222
equation it \*4*1 : t.b' c'

Find the equation of the right circular cone with vefiex

at (1, - 2, - l), semi-vertical angle 60o and the axis

(x - 1) _ _(y +2) _ (z +1)

34s
t51

rl dx3. Test the convergence of | =-: " .
Jo x'(I + r')

Or

t Prove that [' + convcrgcs.In 
urx(l _ x)
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[a, b] and m and M are the infimurn (g/D) and

supremum (lub) otflx) inla, bl, then for any partition

P offa, Dl, we have

m(b - a) < L(P,fl <U(P,fl < M(b - a).

Or

Letj!) = x2 on [0, a], a > 0. Show that

1

/e R[0, ,l *d !: f *=T

2. Find all the maximum and minimum values of the

tunction given by f (x, y) = xy (a - x - y).

0r

Find the maximum or minimum value ofx4 + ya + /,
where xyz : c3 .

{ 3. Test the convergence of the integral Ii *:e;*
Or

Test the convergence of J- $, , > o.

t3I Pr. o.
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4. Find the equation of the cone whose vertex is
(5,4,3) and base curve 3x2 + b?:6.v + z:0-

Or

Find the equation of the conc whose vertex is origin
and which passes through the curve

ax2 + 6y2 + c*: l,

lx+m!+nz:p.
I

5. Show the equation a :710; *herer

/(0): a cos (0 + cr) + 6 sin (0 + n)

represent a straight line.

Or

ll
Prove that the equations':I-ecosO and Irr
: - I - e cos 0 represent the same conic.

Section'C'

Answer the following long answer type questions

with word limit 300-350. 5x5=25

l. lf f,g:la,bl-+R and lgeR[a,b],thenf+g
e R[a, b].
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